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Introduction 
A few words on the country itself. 

 

 

Situated in Western Europe, Belgium is a 

country famous for its chocolate and waffles. 

 

Its capital Brussels is Belgium's largest city along 

with Antwerp, Ghent, Charleroi, and Liege. 

 

Belgium is one of the smallest countries in 

Europe and, yet, amongst the most densely 

populated in the continent. 

 

Belgium's roots go back to Medieval times when 

it was known as Belgae. It has since been part of 

the  

Holy Roman Empire, and Lower Lotharingia 

which was a territory consisting of what is now 

known as Belgium, Netherlands, and 

Luxembourg. 

 

Later, a powerful family inherited Belgium and, 

while other parts of the Lower Lotharingia 

adapted Prostestanism, Belgium remained 

Catholic. 

 

Belgium was briefly under the Napoleonic 

Empire and, upon Napoleon’s defeat came 

under the Kingdom of Netherlands. 

It was not until 1830 that Belgium became 

independent from the Netherlands and, even 

then, it was occupied by Germany during both 

the World Wars. 

 

Today, Belgium shares borders with the 

Netherlands, Germany, France, and Luxembourg 

as well as the North Sea. Its rich history, dating 

all the way to Medieval times, can still be seen 

in Belgium's architecture as well as the 

languages (Dutch and French) commonly 

spoken within the country. 

FACT FILE: 

 

Capital:    Brussels 

Languages:      -Dutch 

   -French 

   -German 

Government:     Federal Parliamentary 

     Constitutional Monarchy 

  #Monarch: Philippe 

  #Prime Minister: Sophie Wilmès 

 

Population:  11,515,793 (Nov 2019 Census) 

 

Currency:   Euro (€) (EUR) 

 

Time Zone:   DST [UTC+1 (CET)] 
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Unique Features 

 

 

  

Administrative features of Belgium:  

The constitution of Belgium makes it necessary to have an equal 

number of French and Dutch ministers in the central government 

and some special laws needs the majority of both the communities. 

 

Many powers of center are given to French and Dutch state in 

Belgium. State governments are not subordinating to center, unlike 

India. 

The capital city Brussels has separate government which functions 

independently of the state and the central governments. Also, 

Brussels is the seat of the headquarters of the European Union. 

 

The community govt and linguistic government is a special feature of 

Belgium's power distribution system. Here, all the community 

members can elect the representatives of their respective 

communities, who frame the laws relating to the preservation of the 

culture, heritage etc. 

Some amazing elements of Belgian cuisine: 

Belgium is world-famous for its chocolates. Praline chocolates said to 

be invented there. Also, it is the world's number one exporter of 

chocolate, with 220,000 tonnes of chocolate produced per year and 

shops in Brussels international airport are said to sell the most 

chocolate in the world. 

 

Belgium is also known for its waffles. There are 3 main types of 

Belgian waffles, the most common is Liege waffles which are eaten 

like a cookie and Brussels waffles are larger and lighter in color and 

eaten with toppings such as strawberries or ice cream, while galettes 

are thin, soft and usually eaten for breakfast with jam. 

The country is extremely popular of its wines and beers. They host 

internationally famed beer festivals as well. There are about 1000 

varieties of beers present all over Belgium. 

 

Even the French fries are believed to have been invented in Belgium 

not in France. 
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Unique features of Belgian Popular culture: 

Belgium has more comic makers per square km than any other 

country in the world. Famous comic book series to come out of 

Belgium include, The Adventures of Tintin, The Smurfs and 

Asterix. 

 

It hosts some of the grandest musical events featuring many 

talented Belgian musicians showcasing their love towards rock 

music and international DJs as well. Some of these events are 

Rock Werchter, Elrow Town Summer festival, Dour Festival etc. 

 

Unique festivals and events. 

 

Boombal Festival is the most appreciated folk-dance festival in 

Belgium. The traditional folk music, written by the best local 

songwriters in Belgium, are presented here. Folk lovers from 

across the world come here to witness this incredible 

presentation of traditional folk music and dance. During the 

festival, the whole place gets lit up in colorful lights and the 

people gather around bonfires. 

 

Tomorrowland Festival in Belgium is the best music and dance 

festival which is visited by people from every nook and corner 

or the world. 

 

Carnaval De Binche, which started in the 14th century, 

continues to be the most loved traditional festival in Belgium. 

This is a three-day long festival which features a confetti 

spread streets, harlequins and peasants who parade along the 

pathways. The central male figures in this festival throw blood 

oranges towards the crowd. At the closing ceremony of this 

event, one can find the sky lit up by fireworks. 

Belgium has always been popular for offering an assortment of 

Belgian chocolates. Salon Du Chocolat Brussels is the best 

Belgium chocolate festival and is a must-visit event for anyone 

with a sweet tooth.  

The Belgium flower festival is one of the most unique festivals 

in Brussels. The path leading to the famous Grand Palace is 

covered in millions of colorful flowers in the form of a 

magnanimous woven carpet. 
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Cultural Analysis: 
Hall's Classification: 

 

1. High Context and Low Context. 

Low Context cultures are those whose people that say things as they are and rely little on the 

context of a situation. In High Context cultures, people rely on context to convey information, or, 

things are rarely stated exactly as they are. Belgium is best described as a low-context culture.  

2.  Proxemics (Space) 

Proxemics refers to the use of space, both personal and social. Hall described four zones: The 

Intimate Zone (for embracing or touching), the Personal Zone (for interactions with good friends 

and family), the Social Zone (for interactions amongst acquaintances) and the Public Zone (for 

public interactions). 

Using these four zones, Hall described Personal Space, Social Space and Public Space. In Belgium, 

violating one has Personal Space is not taken well. So much so, that socialising generally takes 

place in a public setting to maintain privacy. 

3. Chronemics (Time) 

Chronemics refers to how people of a culture manage their time. A country can either be 

described as Monochronic or Polychronic. Monochronic countries emphasise on doing things in a 

linear fashion. That is, schedules and punctuality are emphasised, and they usually perform only 

a single task at a time. In Polychronic Culture, things are done in a nonlinear fashion. Multitasking 

is more accepted in Polychronic cultures and schedules, and plans are considered less important. 

Generally speaking, Monochronic Cultures tend to be Low Context, and Polychronic tend to be 

High Context. 

In comparison to its neighbours, especially the Netherlands, Belgium is relatively Polychronic. 

However, compared to countries such as Spain, Italy, and India, it is certainly towards the 

Monochronic end of the spectrum. 
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  Hofstede dimensions: 
1. Power- distance 

Belgium has a high-power distance culture. It is much higher than some of its neighboring countries. 

In Belgian society, inequalities are accepted, and hierarchy is existential in any of the firms, the superiors 

may have privileges and are often inaccessible. In management sector, the attitude towards managers is 

more formal and on family name basis. The way information is controlled is even associated with power, 

therefore unequally distributed. 

The administrative power is also centralized in Belgium.  

 

2. Individualism 

Belgian society is highly individualistic. This implies that the Belgians favour individual and private opinions, 

taking care of themselves and immediate family rather than belonging to a group.  

In the industries, work relationships are contract based and the complete focus is on the task and 

autonomy is favoured.  

The management focuses on the individuals and the recognition of one ‘s work is expected in the Belgian 

culture 

 

3. Masculinity and Femininity 

Belgium shows both the traits of a masculine and a feminine culture. Thus, by balancing it on the middle of 

this dimension contradictions can be found. 

The Belgian society is driven by competition, achievement, and success but also, has a slower decision-

making process, as each point of view is considered so that consensus can be achieved.  

Belgians strive towards reaching a compromise where winning a discussion is generally less important than 

achieving mutual agreement. 

 

4. Uncertainty avoidance 

Belgium has one of the highest uncertainty avoidance characteristics in the world.  

Their history of frequently being ruled by French and other countries might have attributed to it.  

In management structure, rules and security are mostly endorsed. Regular Teachings and trainings sessions 

are being held.  

Planning is favoured and some consultations with experts are often made, when change policies may prove 

to be stressful 

 

5. Long term orientation 

Belgium is a long orientation driven country. In Belgian society, people have a pragmatic orientation. They 

show an ability to adapt to the traditions easily, than to the newly changed conditions. 

They also display a strong propensity to save and invest, thriftiness and perseverance in achieving results. 

 

6. Indulgence 

Belgian culture endorses Indulgence. Belgians generally exhibit a willingness to realize their impulses and 

desires regarding enjoying life and having fun.  

They possess a positive attitude and have a tendency towards optimism. Also, they place a higher degree of 

importance on leisure time, act as they please and spend money as they wish. 
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TO DO 
 

1. Taste the wide variety of craft beers 

 

Belgium is the absolute number 1 when it comes to craft beers and 

every region you visit will have some great local beers you should try 

out! Try to find one near you and let the host/owner make some 

suggestions you should try (they are likely eager to help you out and 

honored to be asked for their suggestion). 

Be advised that some of the beers have quite a high percentage of 

alcohol and a few of them might knock you off your feet. Some 

favorites are the Leffe Brown, the St. Bernardus Abt 12 and the 

Westmalle Tripel. 

Another great activity would be to visit one of the brewery’s, there 

are often tours you can book. 

 

2. Eat some of the tasty Belgian Chocolate 

 

Almost every village in Belgium has their own chocolate shop where 

recipes have often been handed down for generations. This culture of 

chocolate making, and perfecting is appreciated all over the world. 

Belgian chocolate is known for being the best chocolate you can get. 

And there is no shortage of it as Belgium is said to produce around 

220,000 tons of chocolate per year. 

 

3. Enjoy a Belgian Waffle 

 

Be sure to enjoy a Belgian waffle during your visit, whether this be 

from one of the waffle stands or in a cafe together with a cup of 

coffee. 

The Belgian waffle is a little thicker than a normal waffle and can have 

toppings like whipped cream, icing sugar, strawberries, and jam. 

 
4. A canal cruise in Bruges 

 

The many canals in Bruges make for people often referring to it as the 

Venice of the North, but in my opinion it would better to call Venice 

the Bruges of the south! 

Bruges is in so many ways one of the most enjoyable cities of Belgium 

and cruising through it by boat on the canals is a great way to enjoy its 

beauty. A city that should be high on your bucket list. 
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NOT TO DO 
 

1. Do not get caught up in a crowd! 

 Public demonstrations are a common thing in Belgium, happening 

almost every day! Police usually oversee them however some of these 

demonstrations occur without police permission or might get out of control even 

with police involvement! It is best just to steer clear of them if you run across 

one. 

 

2. Do not Get Scammed! 

A common way criminals get about scamming tourists is by contacting 

the family of the traveler and telling them that their loved ones are in trouble 

and need some money to bail them out! Make sure your family and friends are 

aware of this scam. Other types of scam include fake police, unlicensed taxis 

which charge you inflated fares, petition charity, pickpockets etc. 

 

3.  Do not Worry About Tipping 

Tipping is not common in Belgium. Gratuity of 10-15% is included on 

most bills, so you do not need to worry about doing any more than paying the 

bill that you are handed. However, if you feel like the service was exceptional, 

you may leave a few Euros. 

 

4. Do not Try to Speak Their Language 

A lot of countries will appreciate a fumbling stab at their local tongue, 

but not here! The upper half of Belgium majorly speaks Dutch, lower half speaks 

French and the eastern end speaks German. You can get into trouble trying to 

speak Dutch in a French region or French in a German region etc. So, it is a good 

idea to just stick with English.  

 

5.  Do not Insult Belgian Beer 

Belgians take their beer very seriously. If you happen to run across a 

brewery that is not to your liking, it is best if you keep it to yourself and try 

something else. Also, it is not a good idea to compare Belgian beer to domestic 

brews like Budweiser. 

 

6.  Do not Flirt with Women at Random 

Belgian women will not respond well to being hit on without prior 

notice, unless you are in a bar or a club. Not saying Belgian women are prudes, 

but most relationships are formed after the men and women get to know each 

other. Having some random tourists try out a pickup line is not going to get a 

Belgian woman’s attention, so it’s best to just save your breath. 
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Conclusion 
 

Belgium is a country that presents itself as an amalgamation of cultures, borrowed 

or derived from the neighboring countries, and strengthened to give them their 

own flair. They Belgians are a happy people and enjoy a high HDI as well as the 

fruits of being a highly developed country. This makes the country ideal for 

tourism, considering it is also one of the safest countries in the world. Despite its 

political and linguistic divisions, the region corresponding to today's Belgium has 

seen the flourishing of major artistic movements that have had tremendous 

influence on European art and culture.  
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